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Race. Party. Repeat. Humidity meets hedonism during Asia’s most punishing race: the Singapore Grand Prix. Join us for
a drama-filled weekend at Marina Bay, the home of Formula 1® night racing. Following a two-year hiatus, Asia’s biggest
motorsport and entertainment extravaganza is back on track to welcome fans at the Marina Bay Street Circuit.
The 5.063km long track will host the 17th round of the 2022 Formula 1® championship, which is set to be an electrifying
race. With the competition heating up between Red Bull Racing’s Max Verstappen and Ferrari’s Charles Leclerc this season,
fans at the home of Formula 1® night racing will be in for a treat. Fans will also get to see Alfa Romeo’s Zhou Guanyu, Alpha
Tauri’s Yuki Tsunoda, Haas’ Mick Schumacher, and Williams’ Nicholas Latifi racing on the streets of Singapore for the very
first time.
See the world’s finest drivers go wheel-to-wheel under the stars at speeds of up to 325km/h, threading the barriers around
Singapore’s picturesque Marina Bay - featuring a spectacular backdrop of iconic heritage buildings, modern architecture
and a stunning skyline. The 20-turn track is one of the most demanding on the drivers due to the lap length, the confines
of the ever-present concrete barriers as well as the bumps of the every-day roads.
Experience Circuit Park’s electrifying atmosphere in absolute luxury and style from the comfort of one of our hospitality
suites; with plenty of dining options, entertainment, hotels and shopping malls just a stone’s throw away, you’re
guaranteed a weekend to remember!

VIP HOSPITALITY
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Step into the epitome
of luxury set against
the backdrop of
high-octane race action
coupled with a plethora
of world-class cuisine
and spectacular
entertainment at the
legendary Singapore
Formula 1 Paddock
ClubTM.

WHAT’S
INCLUDED

Situated above the pit garages, enjoy the ultimate
hospitality experience close to the action with a
panoramic view of the Pit Straight, starting grid
and Paddock.

ů Access to exclusive fully air-conditioned lounge
suite, located directly above the team garages
on the main straight
ů Daily Paddock Club™ Pit Lane Walk at a
designated time
ů Access to The Garden lifestyle areas with
concierge service
ů Dedicated Paddock Club™ Grandstand and The
Observatory (subject to available seating —
based on a first-come, first-served basis)
ů TVs showing all the racing action live
ů Award-winning celebrity restaurants at The
Garden
ů Free-flowing open bar offering premium
champagne, fine wine, spirits & beer
ů Dedicated suite ambassador to assist you and
your guests
ů Direct access to the Paddock Club™ entrance
via dedicated vehicles
ů Dedicated parking

Satiate your palate at bespoke concept renowned
celebrity chefs which frame the lushly landscaped
area known as The Garden.
Enjoy exclusive access to the coveted daily Pit
Lane Walk which gives an upclose view of the F1®
cars, garages and crew.
Elevate your hospitality experience at the exclusive
The Observatory which offers spectacular views
of the Pit Straight and a glittering display of
fireworks after the race. Race aficionados will also
be closer to the action with unparalleled vantage
views to watch the thrilling race action from the
dedicated Paddock Club™ Grandstand.

FORMULA 1
PADDOCK
CLUBTM
VIP HOSPITALITY

FORMULA 1
PADDOCK
CLUBTM

BAM VERDICT | As close as you can get to F1®
VIBE | Exclusive
CAPACITY | 3000+
COST | £ £ £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Above the pit lane

VIP HOSPITALITY

PRICES

BAM VERDICT | As close as you can get to F1®
VIBE | Exclusive
CAPACITY | 3000+
COST | £ £ £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Above the pit lane

PRICES

3-DAY WEEKEND | $ 9,897.50 SGD

3-DAY WEEKEND | $ 9,897.50 SGD
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Strategically located trackside, guests
will enjoy an unobstructed view of
the track action whilst indulging in
a delectable line-up of haute cuisine
from the comfort of the air-conditioned
facility.

WHAT’S
INCLUDED

The Upper Deck guarantees compelling close-up views of cars exiting the Pit Lane.
Revel in stunning vistas of the Singapore skyline and a spectacular display of
fireworks after the race from within the plush indoor setting or the outdoor balcony.

ů Access to exclusive fully air-conditioned lounge
suite, located directly above the team garages
on the main straight
ů Daily Paddock Club™ Pit Lane Walk at a
designated time
ů Access to The Garden lifestyle areas with
concierge service
ů Dedicated Paddock Club™ Grandstand and The
Observatory (subject to available seating —
based on a first-come, first-served basis)
ů TVs showing all the racing action live
ů Award-winning celebrity restaurants at The
Garden
ů Free-flowing open bar offering premium
champagne, fine wine, spirits & beer
ů Dedicated suite ambassador to assist you and
your guests
ů Direct access to the Paddock Club™ entrance
via dedicated vehicles
ů Dedicated parking

Enjoy prime views of the race from a dedicated Paddock Club™ Grandstand and The
Observatory located atop the Pit Building.

UPPER DECK
AT FORMULA
1 PADDOCK
CLUBTM
VIP HOSPITALITY

UPPER DECK
AT FORMULA
11®
PADDOCK
PADDOCK
CLUBTM

BAM VERDICT | Paddock Club PLUS
VIBE | Opulent
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £ £ £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Inside Paddock Club

VIP
VIP HOSPITALITY
HOSPITALITY

PRICES

FRIDAY | $ 2,498.45 SGD | SATURDAY | $ 3,648.70 SGD | SUNDAY | $ 6,500.25 SGD

BAM VERDICT | Paddock Club PLUS
VIBE | Opulent
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £ £ £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Inside Paddock Club

PRICES
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FRIDAY | $ 2,498.45 SGD | SATURDAY | $ 3,648.70 SGD | SUNDAY | $ 6,500.25 SGD
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For a lavish trackside experience and a
sensational vantage point to view the
thrilling race action, look no further than
the Sky Suites.
The fully air-conditioned suites feature high ceilings, luxuriant furnishing, private
viewing galleries and deluxe washroom facilities. With flexibility to customise your
suite for the weekend, the possibilities are endless*. Guests can also get closer to the
action in comfort with unblocked panoramic views from the suite’s attached private
viewing gallery.

WHAT’S
INCLUDED

At the rooftop, the Sky Terrace offers an exhilarating atmosphere with spectacular
views of the Singapore skyline and race track.

ů Access to the fully air-conditioned Sky Suite featuring high ceilings, luxuriant furnishing,
private viewing galleries and deluxe washroom
facilities. Plus, attached private viewing gallery
- with unblocked panoramic views (subject to
available seating)
ů Sky Terrace with more food and beverage
options in addition to the in-suite offerings
ů World-class menu designed by world-renowned
restaurateurs
ů Free-flowing Champagne, fine wines and spirits,
beers and soft drinks
ů Dedicated Suite Ambassador to pamper your
guests throughout the evening
ů Direct drop-off at the main gate to private boat
charters with jetties just steps away from your
suite (subject to additional charges)

SKY SUITES
VIP HOSPITALITY

BAM VERDICT | Ultimate trackside experience
VIBE | Lavish
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £ £ £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Top floor of Pit Straight

PRICES (PER PERSON BASED ON MIN. 50 SHARING)

grandstand

FRIDAY | $ 1,605.00 SGD | SATURDAY | $ 2,658.95 SGD | SUNDAY | $ 4,905.95 SGD
SAT & SUN | $ 7,222.50 SGD | 3-DAY WEEKEND | $ 7,971.50 SGD
PRICES (PER PERSON BASED ON MIN. 35 SHARING) 3-DAY WEEKEND | $ 8,768.65 SGD

SKY SUITES
UPPER
DECK
VIP
HOSPITALITY
AT FORMULA
1® PADDOCK
TM
CLUB
VIP HOSPITALITY

BAM VERDICT | Ultimate trackside experience
VIBE | Lavish
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £ £ £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Top floor of Pit Straight

PRICES (PER PERSON BASED ON MIN. 50 SHARING)
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grandstand

FRIDAY | $ 1,605.00 SGD | SATURDAY | $ 2,658.95 SGD | SUNDAY | $ 4,905.95 SGD
SAT & SUN | $ 7,222.50 SGD 3-DAY WEEKEND | $ 7,971.50 SGD
PRICES (PER PERSON BASED ON MIN. 35 SHARING) 3-DAY WEEKEND | $ 8,768.65 SGD
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Located on the final turn
of the track with vantage
views of the finish
line, podium and postrace fireworks, Marina
Bay’s hottest lifestyle
destination Twenty3
promises a feast for the
senses.

WHAT’S
INCLUDED

Arrive in style as you cruise down the Marina
Bay and step into a world of splendour at the
massive 3,000 sqm facility.

ů Access to award-winning feature restaurants,
including alfresco dining at Bay Terrace
ů Access to speciality bars offering free-flow
Champagne, wine, cocktails, premium spirits,
beers and soft drinks
ů Two-way ferry service
ů Access to multiple viewing galleries
ů Access to Apex Lounge with live DJ sets

Tantalise your taste buds in air-conditioned
comfort with superb culinary offerings from
three award-winning restaurants, enjoy more
savoury bites at the alfresco Bay Terrace, check
out some of the trendiest sweet treats at the
dessert arena and delight in artisanal tipples
at any of the speciality bars, including the
fabulous feature bar at the two-storey Apex
Lounge which overlooks the final corner of the
street circuit. A kinetic light installation will
leave you mesmerised as you unwind with a
free-flow of craft cocktails and the hottest club
hits from the resident DJ as you join in the
celebrations trackside.

TWENTY3
VIP HOSPITALITY

TWENTY3

BAM VERDICT | Superb
VIBE | Exciting & high end
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £ £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Final turn of the track

VIP HOSPITALITY

PRICES

BAM VERDICT | Superb
VIBE | Exciting & high end
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £ £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Final turn of the track

PRICES

3-DAY WEEKEND | $ 7,008.50 SGD

3-DAY WEEKEND | $ 7,008.50 SGD
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Experience the thrill
of the night race in the
casual, relaxed comfort of
The Green Room.
Choose to kick back
indoors in air-conditioned
comfort, or step out to
the attached viewing
balcony to witness
the Formula 1® action
up close, with prime
panoramic track views.

GREEN ROOM
VIP HOSPITALITY

WHAT’S
INCLUDED

Elevate your Formula 1®
experience with access
to the exclusive Lounge@
Turn 3.

WHAT’S
INCLUDED

ů Access to the fully air-conditioned and elegantly
furnished Green Room
ů Access to attached viewing gallery (subject to
available seating)
ů Prime views of the cars competing for overtaking
opportunities at the first turn before braking to
90km/h as they tackle Turn 3, pick up speed and go
full throttle down Republic Boulevard
ů Dedicated table of 10 persons or shared tables
within suite
ů Flexibility in hosting guests with no minimum
guest requirement
ů World-class menu
ů Free-flow wines and sparkling wine, beers and soft
drinks
ů Dedicated Suite Ambassador to pamper your
guests throughout the evening

ů Access to the fully air-conditioned lounge with live
feed of on-track action
ů Prime views of the cars competing for overtaking
opportunities at the first turn before braking to
90km/h as they tackle Turn 3, pick up speed and
go full throttle down Republic Boulevard
ů Two meals plus additional snack service
ů Free-flowing fine wines, beers & soft drinks from
the Loft Bar of the grandstand and inside the
lounge
ů Dedicated seating at Turn 3 Premier Grandstand
ů Executive restroom facilities
ů Dedicated Suite Ambassador to pamper your
guests throughout the evening
ů TVs showing all the racing action live

LOUNGE@
TURN 3

BAM VERDICT | Casual hospitality
VIBE | Relaxed
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Turn 1

VIP HOSPITALITY

Don’t miss a second of
the on-track action with
a live feed of the races
inside the air-conditioned
lounge or soak up the
atmosphere outdoors
from your assigned seat in
the Premier Grandstand.

BAM VERDICT | Enhanced grandstand
VIBE | Exciting
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Turn 3

PRICES

PRICES

3-DAY WEEKEND | $ 3,478.00 SGD

3-DAY WEEKEND | $ 4,815.00 SGD
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You’ll gain a true insider’s view of how one of the fastest sports on the planet works by taking a tour of
the team’s garage, as well as daily pit lane walks for Paddock Club™ guests only*. From the comfort of
our luxury suite you’ll get even deeper insight in to the sport, as our team of experts take you through
a series of fascinating and fun F1® explained sessions and live pit links. Of course this wouldn’t be
complete without an appearance from the drivers* - as well as senior team personnel offering their
insight on the weekend’s strategy and the season ahead.

Enjoy the exclusive
Formula One Paddock
ClubTM experience as a
guest of your favourite
F1® team and support
their driving superstars
as they take to the
track for the Singapore
Grand Prix.

To ensure your weekend is as memorable as possible and your every need is taken care of, you’ll
experience exquisite cuisine based around the finest locally sourced ingredients and prepared by
world-class chefs. You can enjoy an open bar stocked with fine wines and champagne. You will also
receive a souvenir gift bag as a thank you for joining the team for the weekend.
Choose from: Scuderia Ferrari F1® or Red Bull Racing

* TBC subject to COVID-19 restrictions

Your ticket will provide you access to your chosen
team’s suite within the Paddock ClubTM - directly
above their garage, where you’ll be hosted by
a dedicated hospitality team in a relaxed and
vibrant atmosphere.
You’ll enjoy an exclusive view of the start grid and
pit lane, whilst screens inside the suite ensure you
don’t miss a second of the on-track action.

TEAM
PADDOCK
CLUBTM
VIP HOSPITALITY

BAM VERDICT | Paddock ClubTM with team benefits
VIBE | Up-close and personal
CAPACITY | 150+
COST | £ £ £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Inside Paddock ClubTM

PRICES

TEAM
PADDOCK
CLUBTM
VIP HOSPITALITY

BAM VERDICT | Paddock ClubTM with team benefits
VIBE | Up-close and personal
CAPACITY | 150+
COST | £ £ £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Inside Paddock ClubTM

PRICES

CONTACT US

CONTACT US
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BAM RECOMMENDS:

TURN 1 GRANDSTAND

PADANG GRANDSTAND

Situated on the driver’s left, enjoy impressive views
of cars racing past iconic landmarks at speeds of up
to 275km/h as they steam full-throttle towards the
famed notorious Singapore Sling (Turn 10).
Patrons will be close to the Padang Stage featuring
international headlining artistes and the bustling
F1® Village filled with roving entertainment, activity
stations and gastronomic options from the popular
Dockside and Portside Hawkers.
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The pivotal point where sheer manoeuvring and
precision skills matter, witness the drama as drivers
jostle for the best position at Sheares (Turn 1) during
the start of the race. Expect to see intense braking by
F1® cars as they dramatically decelerate from speeds
of up to 290km/h to go into the first corner after
speeding down the Pit Straight.are in an excellent
position to witness high-octane race action, the
starting grid and finish line. This is the best spot to
catch the start and end game and a fiery display of
fireworks once the chequered flag is waved.
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THIS MAP IS NOT DRAWN TO SCALE. FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSE ONLY. ALL INFORMATION IS CORRECT AS OF 28 MARCH 2022 AND IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

ORANGE @ PIT GRANDSTAND
Revel in the electrifying atmosphere at the Orange @ Pit Grandstand, with superb
views of the cars racing past the finish line. Patrons will be seated at blocks A2 and
A3 of the Pit Grandstand, opposite the podium.These are fantastic seats for race
fans who want spectacular views of drivers going wheel-to-wheel towards the Pit
Straight as they tackle the last turn at about 200 km/h before going full throttle past
the chequered flag. Once the chequered flag is waved, you will be able to witness a
stunning display of fireworks.

GRANDSTANDS

GRANDSTANDS
For grandstand prices, see Appendix A
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GRANDSTANDS
PIT GRANDSTAND
Book some of the best vantage views in the house as the Formula 1® night race comes roaring back.
Cheer on your favourite team as they line up on the starting grid, and watch the start and end of the
race as well as a fiery display of fireworks once the chequered flag is waved. Seated opposite the team
garages, Pit Grandstand ticketholders will enjoy sweeping views of the high-octane action on the Pit
Straight.
In 2010, Heikki Kovaleinen stopped on the pit straight to put out the fire on his Lotus caused by a
collision with Sébastien Buemi’s Toro Rosso. In 2016, Nico Hulkenberg’s Force India spun around upon
contact with Toro Rosso’s Carlos Sainz and crashed into the pit wall only seconds after the start of the
race.
TURN 2 GRANDSTAND
Turn 2 Grandstand offers a bird’s eye view of the first three turns of the track and cars exiting the Pit
Lane. Be thrilled by the adrenaline-pumping views of speeding cars thundering straight towards you,
while jostling with one another to take the lead as they negotiate the complex corners. Watch the
drivers’ phenomenal skills put to the test as they navigate Turn 1 at over 290km/h to before slowing
down significantly to 80km/h at Turn 3.
In 2019, fans had a thrilling view of the collision between Toro Rosso’s Daniil Kvyat and Alfa Romeo’s
Kimi Räikkönen which resulted in the Iceman’s retirement and the deployment of a Safety Car.

WHY
CHOOSE
BAM?
With 30 years plus of experience in motorsport hospitality,
BAM Motorsports is perfectly placed to advise discerning
race fans on a range of carefully considered and planned
hospitality options at every round of the FIA Formula
1® Drivers’ World Championship, plus selected other
motorsport races globally.
With over 400 Grand Prix events attended, we very
much aim for the personal touch as a boutique supplier
of unforgettable F1® experiences. We are proud to
have been awarded Official Distributor status for the
prestigiousFormula One Paddock Club™ as well as being
authorised ticket agents for most circuits featured on the
Formula 1® calendar.

CONNAUGHT GRANDSTAND
Enjoy superb up-close views of the cars as they race across the prominent Esplanade Bridge. Cheer
your favourite driver on as they jostle for overtaking opportunities at the Turn 14 right-hander.
The nearby Jubilee Bridge is an excellent vantage point for catching the fireworks display when the
chequered flag is waved.In 2012, Michael Schumacher locked up the brakes of his Mercedes and
collided into the back of Jean-Eric Vergne’s Toro Rosso.
ORANGE @ EMPRESS GRANDSTAND
Empress Grandstand ticketholders can look forward to closer on-track racing. Situated between Turns
11 and 12 right in the heart of Singapore’s historical Civic District, this grandstand offers impressive
views of the cars slowing down upon entering Turn 11, before tackling a quick succession of turns to
enter the vaulted arches of the stately Anderson Bridge.
STAMFORD GRANDSTAND
Soak up the action with fantastic views of Turn 7 as drivers put their phenomenal skills to the test
on this challenging corner. One of several prime overtaking opportunities on the Marina Bay Street
Circuit, cars brake heavily down to 127km/h while entering the apex at Turn 7, then accelerate fullthrottle towards Turn 8.

As the experts in F1® hospitality, the BAM Motorsports team
possess extensive knowledge of the sport, as well as each
circuit and their surrounding area should you require any
recommendations on hotels, eating out or local attractions
to help you make the most of your weekend. Furthermore,
BAM’s team of expert hosts will be at your discretion
throughout the weekend to help deliver the experience and
share their insight into the thrilling sport. Book with BAM
Motorsports to combine the excitement of Formula 1® with
exclusive lifestyle choices around the world.

In 2010. Lewis Hamilton’s McLaren tangled with Mark Webber’s Red Bull forcing Hamilton to retire. In
2016, Red Bull Racing’s Max Verstappen overtook McLaren Honda’s Fernando Alonso along the tricky
left-hander to clinch the sixth position. In 2017, a lapse in concentration saw Daniil Kvyat plant his
Toro Rosso into the barrier.
BAY GRANDSTAND
Feel only good vibrations as the fearsome rumble of F1 cars roar beneath your feet and race across the
picturesque waterfront stretch –a thoroughly exhilarating experience unique only to the Singapore
race. Enjoy the magnificent fireworks display backdropped against the alluring Marina Bay once the
chequered flag is waved.
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BAM MOTORSPORTS LIMITED

Unit 4B Railway View
Clay Cross
Chesterfield
Derbyshire
UK
S45 9FR

Tel: +44 (0)1442 891500
Email: sales@bamf1.com
VAT No.: GB 977 7339 54
Company number: 07001860

